Located in the heart of the Redwood Empire between Redwood National and State Parks, you'll find a wealth of possibilities nearby, including deep-sea fishing, jet-boating on the Klamath River and the dramatic beauty of the Pacific Coastline.

Stay in one of the 23 AAA-rated rooms at the Motel Trees and enjoy first-class, themed dining at the Forest Cafe where you'll find a virtual forest — indoors!

The End of the Trail sculpture, carved from a single block, is located directly in front of our one-of-a-kind Gift Shop, featuring unique items from around the world.

Trees of Mystery: 800-638-3389
707-482-2051
For reservations at Motel Trees: 800-848-2982
Redwood Highway, US 101 - 16 miles south of Crescent City
www.treesofmystery.net - tftm@treesofmystery.net
P.O. Box 96, Klamath, CA 95548

Glide through the forest canopy. Skytrail is a 7 to 9 minute ride in an enclosed six passenger gondola through the redwood forest canopy to Ted's Ridge. At Ted's Ridge you will find a large observation deck offering spectacular views of the Klamath back country to the east and stunning views over Hidden Beach and the Pacific Ocean to the west.

Wilderness Wonder: The one mile looped Wilderness Trail leads from Ted's Ridge downhill through the wildest sections of the Trees of Mystery and is an optional way back down the mountain for experienced hikers with proper footwear.

The Majesty of the Trees: The Kingdom of Trees Trail is dedicated to the majesty and awe that being within a Coastal Redwood forest brings you. Extraordinary specimens of Coastal Redwoods, Sitka Spruce and Douglas Fir are highlighted along the trail with informational displays and audio presentations. This area is home to one of the most majestic trees of all, the Cathedral Tree, nine living trees growing as one in a natural cathedral formation.

Feel the History. The End of the Trail Native American museum is one of the finest private collections in the world. Free to our guests, it is our gift to the traveling public.

Ted's Ridge Observation Deck
Acommodations: Shuttle service is available between the courtyard at the Gift Shop and Brotherhood Station, (the embarkation area for Skytrail). We offer this free service for those who would have trouble walking the trail so are on a time constrained schedule. Inquire at the front counter of the gift shop for this service. You may either ride the shuttle to and from Brotherhood Station, or ride one way and walk the other.

Informative & in Depth. The Trees of Mystery Forest Experience trail contains many interpretive signs with little-known redwood facts as well as the largest tree on the property, the Brotherhood Tree. Along the trail is the Towering Inferno, a tree that was struck by lightning in 1986 and thereafter was consumed from the inside by fire. The Skytrail embarkation point, Brotherhood Station, is also accessible from this trail. Restrooms and picnic tables are located at the beginning of this trail.

Paul Bunyan: the Legend. The Trail of Tall Tales is devoted to the folklore of Paul Bunyan and his unique adventures depicted in giant redwood carvings done with a chainsaw.

Approximate lengths of portions of the Trees of Mystery trail system:
- Main Trail: 1/2 mile
- Wilderness Trail: 1 mile
- Skytrail: 1/2 mile to 1 mile (one way)
Immerse yourself in the rugged beauty of our new Wilderness Trail: one mile of advanced hiking through the pristine back-country connecting SkyTrail Summit with the Kingdom of Trees below.

The Indians called this "A place of spirits." Feel the same awe-inspiring wonder that civilizations felt hundreds of years ago.

Explore the Trees of Mystery, where you'll be overwhelmed by the unusual redwoods, adapting in fantastic ways in order to be among the "Oldest Living Things on the Planet."

THESE ARE THE TREES YOU HAVE SEEN IN RIPEYS BELIEVE IT OR NOT

The circular growth pattern of our Cathedral Tree forms a small chapel where weddings and Easter services are held.

Journey into the lives of the first Americans through one of the largest private collections of Native American artifacts. Marvel at the resourcefulness of tribes throughout North America — showcased by the actual clothing, pottery, baskets, weapons and tools that enabled these remarkable cultures to thrive.

When a Pomo Indian girl was married, her mother presented her with a feather basket that she'd been weaving since the girl's birth. Very few of these Wedding Baskets survive today.

Walk among the largest milled-redwood carvings in the world. Re-live the days when Tall Tales were considered an art. Inspired by the oversized myth of Paul Bunyan, these sculptures introduce you to Paul’s stories, friends, his cook and his dog, Digger!

Do you know why Babe the Ox is blue? What is Paul Bunyan’s favorite food? Find out along the trail.

For the first time ever, get a bird's-eye view of the redwoods as the only six passenger forest gondola on the continent glides you silently through the forest canopy.

At SkyTrail Summit, disembark for breathtaking mountain, forest and ocean vistas from the summit observation deck. When you’re ready, reboard for your return trip and yet another perspective on these magnificent trees.